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Abstract
We consider the problem of schtifing the mixed worMoad of both
sporadic (on-fine) and periodic (off-fine) tasks on variable voltage
processor to optimize power consumption while ensuring that ~
periodic tasks meet their destines and to accept as many sporadic
tasks, which can be guaranteed to meet their destines, as possi-
ble. The proposed efficient dgonthms restit in the scheduling so-
lutions, which are very close to the minimum bound achievable
with the dynamictiy variable voltage approach. The effectiventis
of the proposed dgonthrns is shown on extensive experiments with
rd-fife design examples.

1 hhoduction
The growing class of portable systems, such as persomd comput-
ing and communication devices, demands data- and computation-
intensive tictionrdities with low power consumption. h this pa-
per, we target synthwis of application-specific system-on-chip with
variable voltage processor core, mrtitiy focusing on procasor power
optimization. The distribution of power dissipation by the compo-
nents of application-specific system-on-chip depends on the actu~
applications running on the system. However, extensive studies in-
dicate that the power consumption of the processor accounts for
significant portion of the oveti power consumption [1].

The most effective way to reduce power consumption of a pro-
cessor core in CMOS technology is to lower the supply voltage
level, which exploits the quadratic dependence of power on voltage
[2]. Reducing the supply voltage however incraes circuit delay
and decrwes clock speed. The restiting processor core consumes
lower average power while meeting the deafines. Unfortunately,
this technique is ineffective when tight dmtines are present in sys-
tems. Another power optimization technique for processor cores
is the prdctive system shutdown [7, 14]. The prdctive system
shutdown technique, though usable even in the presence of tight
deafines, is inferior to the supply voltage reduction technique for
the cases when both twhniques can be appfied. The fimitations of
the techniques arise due to the fact that systems are designed with
a fixed supply voltage. The supply voltage reduction technique at-
tempts to find a sin~e optimal voltage level for the entire processor
operation, while the pr~ctive system shutdown technique makw a
binary mntime dtision whether to turn on or off the power supply.

Recent advances in power supply technology rdong with cus-
tom and commercird CMOS chips that are capable of operating re-
liably over a range of supply voltages make it possible to create
processor cores with supply voltage that can be varid at mn time
according to application timing constraints [12, 15]. The variable
voltage processor core can operate at different optimal points rdong
its power vs. speed curve in order to achieve much higher energy
efficiency than existing techniques for a wider class of applications.
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A hard rd-time system ~pictiy has a mixture of off-fine and
on-fine worMoads. The off-line requests support the norrn~ fic-
tions of the system while the on-tine requmts are sporadic tasks to
hande extemd events such as operator commands and recovery ac-
tions, which are usually unpredictable. This unpredictable nature of
the extemd events makes on-fine schedting diffictit. Supply volt-
age reduction technique is inapplicable because we do not have the
complete knowldge of the sporadic tasks, when the decision for
the voltage level is made. me predictive system shutdown tech-
nique can be apptid, but the difficulty of estimating the future ide
times without the complete knowldge of the on-tine tasks [7, 14]
renders the technique ineffective. In this paper, we consider the
problem of preemptively schedting this mixed worMoad on vari-
able voltage processor to optimize power consumption while en-
suring that d off-fine requests meet their d=tines and to accept
as many sporadic requests, which can be guarant~ to meet their
destines, as possible.

To illustrate the key point of the proposal dynarnictiy variable
voltage approach, we consider a set of tasks, shown in Table 1, as
a motivational example. Five independent computations TA, TB,
Tc, TD and TE nd to be exauted on an embeddd processor
core. The tasks TA and TB are periodic while the other thr~ tasks
are sporadic. The deaWnes for the periodic tasks TA and TB are

relative to their periods. Each task can be executed immediately
after its arrival and must be finished by its destine.

task arrival deadine pefiod executiontimeat3.3 V

A o 10 10 2
B o 20 20 2
c 5 15 - 1
D 5 10 - 4, I I

E 11 is I - 1

Table 1: The characteristics of the 5 tasks used to i~ustrate the
motivation for dynamically variable voltage approach.

Assume the maximum supply voltage to be (Vdd).ef = 3.3
volts. Power is norm~lzed to its value at the reference point, i.e.,
P(3.3 volts) = 1 Watt. Reducing supply voltage resdts in in-
craed circuit delay and to a good accuracy, the circuit delay is
givenby k x -z, where Vt is the threshold voltage, and k
is a constant [2]. We assume a typical vsdue of 0.8 volts for the
threshold voltage. The system consumes 1 Watt when no power
reduction tahniques are apptied. We now consider the applica-
tion of the predictive system shutdown technique and dynrunictiy
variable voltage approach. When applying the predictive system
shutdown technique, we assume the complete knowldge of the
ide periods, which will rault in best improvement for the tech-
nique. The Eartiest-Deadline-First @D~ schedting dgonthm is
used for both techniques since EDF is the optimal algorithm for the
preemptive dynamic priority schedting problem [11].

Figure 1 shows the schdtilng solutions for the prdctive sys-
tem shutdown technique and dynrunicrdlyvariable voltage approach.
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Figure 1: Schedting solutions for the prdctive system shutdown
technique and dynaraictiy variable voltage approach

Whh the prdlctive system shutdown technique, the system will
Operate at ~hd = 3.3 volts. M the tasks are executed in the in-
tervrds [0, 4] and [5, 13]. me processor can be shut down for the
intervrds [4,5] and [13, 20] and then be resumed for the next peri-
odic tasks. me duty cycle of the processor is 6070, so the average
power consumption is 0.6 Watts.

With the variable voltage hardware, one can schedde the tasks
such that the power consumption is minimized under the assump-
tion of no knowledge of the arrivfl times of the sporadic tasks. me
average power consumption is now 0.38 Watts, which is 37 Yo

lower than that of the prdctive system shutdown technique.
With the complete knowldge of the tivds of sporadic tasks,

the optimal strategy is to set the supply voltage to the single min-
imum voltage W the time such that W the tasks just meet their
deadine. h this example, for the time interval [0,20], the opti-
mal voltage is 2.48 volts, correspondingto the 60 Yoof the highest
processor speed, which results in average power consumption of
0.3~~~TQtts.~s is the lowest bound we can achieve without as-
suming any knowledge of the arrivrds of sporadic tasks.

merest of the paper is organized in the fo~owing way. Section
2 presents the related work. Section 3 provides the background
materird on variable voltage systems, hard rerd-time schedting and
our experiment platform. In Sections 4 and 5, seved schedu~ng
algorithms are proposed for the various schedting problems and
experiment data are presentd to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithms. me paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 Related l~ork
We review the reswch resdts relevant to low power systems based
on dynarnicrdly variable voltage hardware. At the technology level,
several researchers [12, 15] have developed efficient DC-DC con-
verters that Wow the output voltage to be rapidy changed under
extemfl control. At the hardware design level, research work has
been performed on chips with dynaruicdy variable supply voltage
that can be adjusted based on process and temperature variations,
and processing load [5]. A number of behaviors synthesis research
groups have addressed the use of multiple on their software imple-
mentation restricted to two or thre) different voltages [3, S, 10, 13].

ScheduEng strategies for adjusting ~U speed to reduce power
consumption have been proposed mostiy in the context of non-rd-
time workstation-rie environment [4]. Yao, Demers and Shenker
[17] have provided an optimrd preemptive off-fine rd-time schdd-
ing rdgorithm for a set of independent tasks with arbitrary arrival
times and d~Wnes on a variable speed processor. Severrd re-
s=chers have dso addressed the issue of power in event-driven
systems, and proposed various techniques for shutting down the
system or parts of the system [7, 14].

Hong et d. [6] describes a design methodology for the r4-
time system-on-chip based on dynamicfly variable voltage pro-
cessor core and provides an off-fine schedting heuristic for non-
preernptive hard red-time ~ks in addition to the selection of the

processor core and the determination of the instruction and data
cache size and configuration. h this paper, we develop several
on-fine preemptive schtitilrrg algorithms for mixed wor~oad of
on-fine and off-tine tasks on variable voltage processor to optimize
power consumption while ensuring that d off-fine requests meet
their destines and to accept as many on-fine requ~ts, which can
be guarantd to meet their deafin~, as possible.

3 Pretiti=
me variable voltage is generated by the DC-DC switching re@a-
tors in the power supply. [12, 15] reported efficient DC-DC switch-
ing regulators with fast transition times. me clock frequency rdso
takes time to stabitize at the new value. me time overhmd associ-
atd with voltage switching is on the order of 10 cycles in a ruicro-
processor [12, 15]. ~s overh~d is neghgible since the computa-
tion itself can continue during the voltage and frequency transition.

fiere are hvo types of hard red-time tasks: periodic and spo-
radic tasks. Each periodic task ~i(ci, Di, pi) is ch~acteriz~ by

its worst-case computation time C; at the reference @ghest) volt-
age, hard deafllne Di, and period Pi. me ready times of the tasks
occur periodictiy with period Pi, the period of the tmk Ti. h most
cases, the deaMlnes are assumed to be qud to the periods. Each
sporadic tmk Si (Ai, Ci, Di) is characterized by its tivrd time Ai,
worst-case computation time Ci at the reference voltage, and hard
destine Di. me parameters of a sporadic task become known
when the task dves. On-tine scherhding algorithms focus on dy-
naruicrdly performing fmibifity checks. When a sporadic task ar-
rives, an acceptance test is performed to check if the task can be
scheduled to meet its dadine and d the tasks rdr~dy scherhded
are still guaranteed to meet their deafines. We assume that spo-
radic tasks which cannot be feasibly scheduled at the arrival times
of the tasks are not acceptd by the scheduler.

We assume that the configuration of the system-on-chip is given.
For experiments, we use the system configurations provided by [6].
For periodic tasks, we use the various mixes of the nine pubtic do-
main benchmarks, part of the Medi&ench [9]. For sporadic tasks,
we use 10 smti custom programs. We use the technique described
in [6] for computing the worst-case execution times of the tasks on
the system-on-chip.

4 V~able Voltige Scheduhg for Sporatic Tmk
~ this Smtion, we consider a special case, where ordy sporadic
(on-fine) tasks arrive to the system.

4.1 Acceptance Tmt
me ready time of each sporadic task is the instant of arrival of the
task. We let S = {Si(Ai, Ci, Di) : 1 S ~ < ~} denote We
stream of the tasks that have been accepted but uncompleted at the
time t when an acceptance test is to be carrid out. We present
an acceptance test fl~orithm whose running time is O(m). me
tasks in S are indexed in ascending order of their destines. ~ey
are stored in a priority queue. ht RC(Si, t) denote tie mfifish~
portion of the worst-case execution time at the highest speed of the
task Si at the time t.We keep track of the maximum utilization
factor of the processor, U(t), at time t wtich is defined as Uj(t)=
~:=1 Rc(s,,t)

D.-t ad U(t) = ~axvj=l,...,muj(t).

If-fi(;) >1, the set S can not be fwibly schedded even at the
highest speed using the EDF schedting algorithm. Jnen s...
arrives, we update RC(S1, t) forthecurrenfly~ng t~k SI ~d
compute a new U(t) including the new task so that if U(t) >1,
Sne~ is not accepted. It is easy to see that it takes O(m) to compute
U(t) in the worst case. Note that we n~ to recompute Uj(t) for
the ~k Sj such that Dj z D...

4.2 Vtiable Voltage Scheduhng
me scheduler maintains a priority task queue in which tasks are
orderd on the EDF basis. In the beginning, there is no task in

I
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the task queue. A sched~~ng decision is made whenever any of
the fo~owing two events occurs ~) EvenLl: a new sporadic task
arrives and is accepted to the system by the acceptance t=t and @I)
Eventi the current task completes its execution. When an EvenLl
occurs, the schedder updates the optimrd voltage schedule of the
processor for dl the tasks including the new one in the task queue.
The variable voltage scheduling rdgorithm is shown in Figure 2.
When an Eventi occurs, the completed task is removed from the
task queue and we exwute the task at the hwd of the task queue
fo~owing the current voltage schedtie.

Before we present m optimrd variable voltage schedfllng alg-
orithm,we present some theoretical results on the shap~ of optimal
solutions. The algorithm is optima when we have no knowledge
of the arrivrds of sporadic tasks. brnma 1 shows that the optimal
voltage vrdueof a task with mfier datine shotid be larger than or
equal to that of the other task with later dea~ne. M proofs have
been omitted due to space Emitation.

S~ Mgonthm
hnut Current time t nnd the soti set S of the m tm~ in the.

system includiug the nW task
1. Rept {

mk inthesetS, -‘
3. Compute U(t) md fmd k such thti U(t)= Uk(t),

where k is tie-urn due if thm nre ti~,
4. Schtiule ody the ~k ia [t,~k]at the voltage

~~onting to pro=sors@ U(t)ad remove
the ~k Born the set S,

5. ktt = D.:...
6.} UnUt(theset S is eqyk I

Figure 2: Pseudo code of the on-fine schedding algorithm cded
STS Mgorithrn for sporadic tasks on variable voltage processor

Lemma 1. Given them sporadic ~ks Si = (Ai, Ci, Di) with
A~=A, i=l ,. -., m, sortd in the incrwing order of their
dtitines, the power optima voltages Vi, i = 1,. -., m, for them
tasks are nonincrwing, i.e., Vi > Vi+I, Vi = 1,. ... m -1, where
A is constant.

hmma 1immediately impfies that the fo~owing theorem holds.
Theorem 1. Theoptimrd voltage schedde is ina “downstaifl shape
and at the edge of each “staifl, a task completes at its d~tine.

Theorem 1 leads to the optimal algorithm crdled STS (Sporadic
Task Schedu~ig) Mgoritbm whose running time is O(m). Note
that the dgonthrn always guarantees W the accepted tasks by the
acceptance test to be schedded to meet their destines.

4.3 Eqetienti Results
To quantify the benefits of the proposed approach over the predic-
tive system shutdown approach, we performed a number of sim-
tiations to compare the power consumption under the two strate-
gies. We compared the STS algorithm with the predictive sys-
tem shutdown technique and the ~ dgontbm, which gives us
the minimum bound for dynamictiy variable voltage approach.
The predictive system shutdown technique assumm the complete
knowledge of the ide periods while the ~ dgorithrn assumes
the complete knowledge of the arrivals of sporadic tasks.

We varid the average processor utilization from the fight work-
load to hwvy wor~oad. The id@zed predictive system shutdown
technique achieves exactiy hdf of the original power consumption.
The ~ dgonthm resdts in a sin~e voltage solution corrapond-
ing to the average minimum required procmsor spa to meet the
deafllnes of the tasks. We observe that the power consumption of
the solutions of STS dgorithrn is close to that of the solutions of
Nm algorithm.
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Figure 3: Dynarnicdly vtiable voltage approach vs. Predictive
system shutdown techniqu~ Simulation rdts

5 Vtiable Voltige SchedWgfor Pefiofic and Spo-
ratic Task

In this S~tion, we consider a case, where periodic (off-tine) tasks
as well as sporadic tasks arrive to the system.

5.1 Acceptice Test
\merr a new sporadic task S..w arrives, the task is accepted if
the scheduler can schdule the request to meet its d=tine with-
out causing any offline task or previously accepted sporadic request
to miss its deadine using the high~t speed of the procwsor. This
problem has been studied by many resmchers in rerd-time schedul-
ing res=ch community. Tla et d. [16] proposed an acceptice test
whose time complexity is O(n + m). The efficiency of the test was
attained by carefu~y exploiting the properties of the EDF schedd-
ing and periodic tasks, as well as by maintairdng simple and my to
update data structures. This algorithm assum~ that sporadic tasks
span no more than one hyperperiod of the periodic tasks. We use
their technique for acceptance test.

5.2 VtiabIe Voltige Scheduling
We present two algorithms for this problem. The two rdgorithrns
are based on the similar ideas used for STS rdgorithrn. The first
algorithm called OPASTS (Optimal Periodic And Sporadic Task
Scheduling) Mgorithm is optimrd when we have no knowledge
of the arrivrds of sporadic tasks. OPASTS Mgorithm has time
complexity of O(N + m), where N is the toti number of re-
qu~ts in each hyperperiod of the n periodic ~ks in the system
and m is the number of sporadic tasks that have been accepted
but uncompleted at the time when a schedtiing decision is made.
Since N depends on the periods of the tasks, this time complex-
ity is pseudo-polynomid. Since on-line schedfing decisions have
to be made efficiently, we propose the second algorithm cded
~ASTS @euristic Periodic And Sporadic Task Schedting) M-
gorithm whose time complexity is O(m). ~ASTS Wgorithm is
not optimrd, but efficient and eff~tive.

We define the utilization factor U~a= (T) to be the fraction of
processor time to be spent in the execution of the task set T of
n periodic treks. It is my to see that U*.=(T) = ~~=1 f
for the n periodic tasks in the set T. When there are no spora~c
tasks accepted to the system, the processor spa shordd be set to
Umaz(T).

5.2.1 Optird Algofith
We define the set R(t) to be the set of 1periodic tasks in each hy-
perperiod, which has not been completed at the time t.We use Si
and R to refer to an individual sporadic task and periodic task, re-
spectively. We define the set W to be the union of the sets S and R.
The tasks in the set W = {Wi :1< i < l+m}areindexedinthe
ascending order of their deafines. We assume that sporadic tasks
span no more than one hyperperiod of the periodic tasks. The ex-
tension of the proposed algorithm should be straightforward, when
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this assumption does not hold. When A the periodic ~ks in W are
completed, W N periodic tasks in another hyperperiod are inserted
in W. The set W can have at most N + m tasks at dl tima.
Lemma 2. Given them sporadic tasks, and 1periodic tasks in the
hyperperiod which have not been completed, Wi = (Ai, C;, ~i),
i= l,... ,1+ m, sorted in the incrming order of their dwtines,
the power optimrd voltages Vi, i = 1,. -., m, forthez+ m t~~
are nonincrwing, i.e., vi > 14+1, Vi = 1>.-., Z+ m —1.

Lemma 2 immediately impties that the fo~owing theorem holds.
Theorem 2. The optimrd voltage schedule is in a “downstaifl shape
and at the edge of mch “staifl, a task completm at its dmtine.

Theorem 2 lads to the optimal algorithm cfled OPASTS (Op-
timal Periodic And Sporadic Task Scheduling) Agorithm whose
running time is O(N + m).

5.2.2 Heufitic Algofiti
HPASTS Mgorithm is based on STS Mgorithm for ofly sporadic
tasks. The ofly difference exists when computing Uj(i) such that

for ~ASTS Agorithm, Uj(t) = U~..(T) +
~:=1 ~c(si,~)

Dj-t

whileforSTSMgorithrn, Uj(t) = ‘=~R~~’t). Iftherestit-

ing U(t) >1, we set U(t) to be 1. It is W; to see that the voltage
schedule obtained by ~ASTS Mgorithrn yields a feasible sched-
ule since the schedder reserves enough processor spa, assum-
ing the worst case, that dl periodic and sporadic tasks meet their
deafines. The time complexity of ~ASTS Mgorithm depends
finmly on the number of sporadic tasks in the system.

5.3 EqetienM Rwulti
We compared the OPASTS and ~ASTS ~gorithms with the pre-
dictive system shutdown technique and the ~ rdgorithm, which
gives us the minimum bound for dynarnic~y variable voltage ap
preach. The prdctive system shutdown technique assumes the
complete knowledge of the ide periods while the ~ rdgorithm
assumes the complete knowledge of the arrivals of sporadic tasks.
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Figure 4 DynamicWy variable voltage approach vs. Predictive
system shutdown technique Simulation results

We varied the average processor utilization from the fight work-
load to heavy wor~oad. The wor~oad by the periodic tasks ac-
counted for between 30-70 Yoof the totrd worUoad. The iddlzed
predictive system shutdown technique achieves exacfly hdf of the
original power consumption. The W algorithm ratits in a singe
voltage solution corresponding to the average minimum required
processor speed to meet the d~tines of the tasks. Similar as the
worMoad with ordy the sproadic tasks, we observe that the power
consumption of the solutions of OPASTS rdgorithm is close to that
of the solutions of ~ algorithm. ~ASTS algorithm produces
solutions close to those of OPASTS dgorithrn, which consumd
1570 more power on average.

6 Conclwion
We proposed several on-fine schedting algorithms for scheduling
the mixed wor~oad of both sporadic (on-tine) and periodic (off-

line) hard rerd-time tasks on variable voltage processor to optimize
power consumption while ensuring that M periodic tasks mmt their
deadines and to accept as many sporadic tasks, which can be guar-
antd to meet their deatinw, as possible. The proposed efficient
algorithms resdt in the schedting solutions for vtious schedting
scenarios and woddoads, which are within 20 Yo of the minimum
bound achievable with the dynamicMy variable voltage approach.
The effectivenas of the proposed algorithms was shown on exten-
sive experiments with numerous rd-fife design scentios.
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